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Your White Label 
Solution 

Select design and get started!

As an Travel-Agency of MICE access, you  can obtain all 
hotel data, regardless of which area (groups, 
conferences or individual bookings), via our JSON 
interface into the White Label solution.



intuitive operation 
with the White Label

No training required!

The platform is completely self-explanatory.



Get comparable offers
with the White Label

Transparent overview!

All offers are presented comparably.



What advantages does 
the travel agency 

have?

● CI-based client-support
● selection of 20,000 hotels and venues worldwide
● intuitive operation
● easy to compare offers
● innovative and unique RFP process with live 

availability
● included client-backend
● Create different employees with different 

authorizations



How does the request process work?
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How does this work?

 Request 

The travel agency or customer 
selects up to 10 
hotels/locations and/or venues 
for the request.

After starting the request, the 
hotels or locations have time 
up to 5 days to answer the 
request.

Ihr Offer/Cancellation

After the availability check, the 
hotel or location will submit an 
offer or cancellation via the 
MICE access tool.

Booking

The customer/travel agency 
can decide for an offer and can 
book this immediately.

The hotels/locations will 
receive the information about 
the booking via the platform. 

Accounting

After the request has been 
successfully completed, MICE 
access will contact the hotel 
regarding the commission 
billing.

Afterwards the travel agency 
will receive the commission of 
55 % from MICE access.

Contract

The contract is concluded 
directly between the 
hotel/location and the 
customer.



Always fair play!

The hotel's average commission rate of 10% gives you a 
commission of 55% per booking through our fair commission 
sharing!

MICE access not only provides you with absolute transparency, we 
also take care of the feedback of the hotels for each request and 
the commission billing for every booking.

Less effort and more income for you!



What is MICE access?

MICE access is the global distribution platform for the 
MICE market and leading provider of white label 
technology for travel agencies.



facts and figures
via MICE access

● currently used by more than 15,500 international 
end customers

● is a neutral intermediary between more than 
20,000 hotels/locations 

● has an annual hotel volume of € 50 million

● offers its partners a personal and professional 
service

● has leading interface technology that is constantly 
evolving

● binds its customers through performance, not 
through contracts

... over 10 years of experience with deep expertise



Online conference planning 
thanks to effective RFP 

processes!

The travel agency and their customers have access to 
more than 20,000 hotels, locations and venues 
worldwide for group and meeting requests.

They have the possibility to plan even complex meetings 
within only a few minutes.

The complete request, quotation and booking process 
takes place online in the "White Label Version" of the 
travel agency.



Did we 
convince you?

Log into your Travelport Account and 
download the plugin and see for yourself!
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